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**Add a select box to monitor each own's forum post, comments or tracker submission or wiki page at post time**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Pending</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Subject**
Add a select box to monitor each own's forum post, comments or tracker submission or wiki page at post time

**Version**
1.9.x  
2.x  
3.x  
6.x  
7.x

**Category**
- Usability
- Feature request
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

**Feature**
Trackers
Forum
Comment
Watch (email notifications of changes)

**Resolution status**
Partially solved

**Submitted by**
Xavi (as xavidp - admin)

**Volunteered to solve**
Nelson Ko

**Lastmod by**
Nelson Ko

**Rating**

| ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ | ★ |

(0)

**Description**
I've been thinking for ages that this kind of option is REALLY needed, and I thought it should not be
much coding effort:

Automonitoring each own's posts, through either:

1. Add a select box to monitor each own's forum post or tracker submission at post time, in a "per forum post or tracker item insertion" basis, or
2. with a user preference for all forums, or all trackers, blogs, etc..

Still needed...

Solution
Partially fixed. This is now in 4.x for wiki and forums but not yet done for trackers yet.

About watching trackers: LP told Marc that the remaining work was simply UI work, (ex.: easy for Jonny)

About watching comments: Should be a service

UPDATE: yes it is possible to add one by one for each feature, but for future proofing I think this should be part of Notification revamp that is planned for Tiki 13.

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
80

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
426

Created
Tuesday 06 December, 2005 20:32:00 GMT-0000

LastModif
Friday 01 November, 2013 14:58:52 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 20 Jan 07 23:03 GMT-0000

When I create/edit a wiki page, I should have "monitor" check box.
Marc Laporte 04 Apr 08 04:22 GMT-0000

needs for wiki pages & trackers too...

Marc Laporte 11 May 08 03:37 GMT-0000

...but needs to be added for forum replies and for comments.

If I edit or comment a wiki page, I should be offered to monitor.
If I start a new thread or reply to a thread, I should be offered to monitor.
If I add, edit or comment a tracker item, I should be offered to monitor.

Marc Laporte 02 Feb 09 02:55 GMT-0000

It's done for 3.0 wiki page (but not checked by default)

Still not done for tiki-view_tracker.php or the TRACKER plugin

Marc Laporte 02 Feb 09 02:57 GMT-0000

If I watch a comment to a tracker item or wiki page, I would like to be watching that tracker item or wiki page AND any new comments

Marc Laporte 02 Feb 09 03:01 GMT-0000

The explanation is very clear and the default is yes, so more site stickiness

Watch for replies
x Send me an e-mail when someone replies to my topic
Don't send me any e-mails

drsassafras 26 Feb 20 17:04 GMT-0000

Is this still an issue? If so please update the version in the ticket.
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